Abstract. Similarity-based search has been a hot research topic for a long history, which is widely used in many applications. The large scale Restricted Floating Sensor (RFS) network is an important mod-el in offshore data collection [1] . Due to the mobility and the large number of sensors, improved techniques are needed to deal with uncertainty and mass queries. As a theoretical basis, this paper constructs a new fuzzy similarity measure based on distance. With examples we illustrate that many common similarity functions can be constructed from these measures. From [2] we know our work over distance and similarity is a reasonable generalization and extension of other Fuzzy Sets. This work provides a theoretical guidance for constructing a fuzzy query processing strategy for our RFS networks.
Introduction
There are significant interests in analyzing the siltation of the estuary and harbor. For example, H. H. Harbor, the second largest harbor for coal transportation (6.7 million tons per year) in China, currently suffers from the increasingly severe pr-oblem of silt deposition along its sea route (19 nautical miles long). The sea route has always been threatened by the silt from the shallow sea area. Monitoring sea depth costs this harbor more than 18 million US dollars per year [1] . In 2007, Yunhao Liu proposed a Restricted Floating Sensor (RFS) model [1] . By locating such sensors, the sea depth can be estimated efficiently without the help of extra ranging devices.
Similarity-based technologies are important in RFS networks: firstly, RFSs are deployed on the sea collecting data of silt. The event detection can be considered as the pattern search over time series data, which highly demands fast retrieval to keep the safety of sea route. Thus the retrieval of similar time series is important to RFSs [1] ; secondly, RFS suffers long propagation delay and high-energy consumption. There need a scheme can effectively exploit the sharing among queries to greatly reduce the communication cost. Thus similarity-aware query techniques are important to RFSs [3] .
Distinguished from traditional stat-ionary or mobile sensor networks, nodes in the RFS network will generally not be stationary at their original places, but float in a restricted area on the sea [1] .. This quality poses some unique challenges. For example, let ij v denotes RFS of the network, where i stand for the layer, and j for the sequence number.
The topology is shown in Fig. 3 . Let
denote the aggregation of all child nodes of 
New Similarity Measure Based on Distance
In this section, we will propose a general measure of similarity between VIFSs. Firstly we will propose a general distance functions on VIFS. 
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is also a weak distance function. Then we only prove ) , ( B  A  d is a distance function, that is to prove
Further more because there exist a distance function
θ is a increasing function to any variable.
with properties:
is a increasing function to any variable.
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The similarity measure based on this distance is:
This is the similarity proposed by Hung et al.. E.g. 3.2. let 1.
The similarity measure based on this distance is: 
Summary
In this paper, we proposed a new measure of similarity based on distance on VIFSs. These measures are useful on all existed fuzzy sets. This paper gives examples to show that these corresponding similarity measures based on our distance can involve almost all existing similarity measures. These measures are applicable on existed fuzzy sets. Thus we will focus on constructing a fuzzy query processing strategy for large scale RFS networks, which is important in our monitoring.
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